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ABSTRACT. On the basis of Coding theory universal methods for recognition of patterns and clustering are
elaborated, providing an adoption of realization of patterns to the set of target class, i.e. recognition of patterns
and division of the set of realization into clusters. © 2009 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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1. An algorithm for the recognition of patterns 
The recognition of patterns represents two-stage extrapolation, the first stage of which consists in statistical 

analysis of recognition space (channel, environment), establishment of a standard object, and definition of the set 

Ni Aa ∈  of possible deviations from it in n-dimensional vector space nV  over the field GF(q) where q is the prime 

number.  
On the basis of those deviations  Ni Aa ∈  the structure of correction code is built [2] by means of decoding 

operator H, presented as a linear matrix of the range r*n. The operator H provides factorization of the space   nV into 

adjacent N non-compact classes corresponding to the kernel G of a zero subspace H and realizations ia as class 

leaders (creators).  

 )1,0()( −==+ NisHGa ii , 

where  ia is n-dimensional vector belonging to the space of vectors V.  

 ,,...,, 21 iniiia ααα=  

where }1,...,1,0{ −∈ qaij are the elements of GF(q) field. HaS ii =  is a syndrome of vector ia of length r, on the 

basis of which the adjacent class with the leader ia is defined.  

Second stage of extrapolation is the recognition process itself, when localization of the deviation ia , thus 

correction of deviation and object perception is effected, leading to restitution of the initial state of the system. Let us 

note that some i-th (i = 0, N-1) element from adjacent classes is selected for target class. It represents one possible 

realization of the object under recognition.  

Suppose that during the recognition process some realization ia is obtained for recognition such that it does not 

belong to i-th standard class, i.e. ij aa ≠ . In this case the distance between classes, i.e. the difference 
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eaa ij =−  

should be defined, and e should be added to ja   giving some standard realization 

 .ij aea =+  

Thus the problem is solved – an object is recognized, it is represented by some realization of i-th standard class.  

Below an algorithm for construction of operator H is presented.  

Suppose the set of vectors Ni Aa ∈  is given where )1,0( −=⊂ NiVA n
N and nqN ≤<0 . Let W be the 

correlation of the type )0( Njaaw ji ≤<−= , and H be  a linear mapping in the space nV    

 .),...,0,0(=⊃ QWH  (1) 

The latter formula in matrix representation will assume the form: 

 ,)( jmHjW ⊃  (2) 

where jm   is j-th line of H matrix. 
To obtain the operator H it is necessary for any given natural qinj <≤ and  to construct the following: 

a) A set of vectors ),...,( 21 www = where )( jWi with their j-th components equal to i )( iw j = , and with zero for 

all other components to the right of j-th: 
);(0 jw >= σσ  

b) A set ,)()( ** j
ii ejWijW +=  

where je is a unitary vector of n length such that its j-th digit is equal to 1 and *i  is a solution of the equation 
);(mod1 qix −≡  
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HjWi θ or otherwise j
i mHjW ⊃)( , where jm is j-th line of 

n*r -dimensional H matrix.  

The last equation  leads us to the conclusion that for jm line of matrix H any vector may be chosen from the 

space .)(\ * HjWV n  

The transformation matrix H may be given in idempotent form, when in the case of zero columns omitted we 

obtain 

⎥
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⎤
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⎣
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=

rE

B
H . 

The construction rule for this matrix is based on successive selection of lines  jm with rN ≤ as necessary and 
rgq <log as sufficient conditions, where r is the range of the matrix H, and })(max{ Sjgg = , and g(j)-w(i) is the 

amount of vectors.  

For recognition of patterns use of arithmetic codes with so-called check by module is also advisable. In this case 

realizations are presented as numbers. Module, minimal from the point of view of realization, is defined, which will 

be used for code generation. Module should be chosen in such a way that each deviation (realization) have its 

adjacent class. In this case conformity of realizations (patterns) to standard class, which is one of the residual classes, 

should be guaranteed.  

1. Algorithm for Clustering 
Suppose that the realizations under recognition are the members of the field FG(q) the non-zero members of 

which are the powers of the primary element α. Suppose the elements niii ααα ,..., 21  are associated in one cluster. 

These elements should be the roots of the equation 0=− xx
mq  and on the other hand, they are the roots of the 

equation of the degree k, which might be presented in the following way: 
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All ija roots, satisfying this equation, are the realizations of patterns and are located in the same cluster. The 

equation for other clusters is composed in the same way.  

If all the elements of the field are realizations to be recognized and it is necessary to distinguish them in two 

classes, an equation is formed only for one cluster. Another cluster will be composed by the remaining roots of the 

equation 0=− xx
mq . The same for any kind of decomposition in case that it is impossible to form an extra equation. 

In case when none of the members of the field )( mqGF represents the realization of patterns, corresponding 

equations for clusters should be written for the existing realizations.  

Consider for example a situation, when the realizations that should be recognized are the vectors of the length 

n=4 from the field GF(2). The Galois field )2( 4GF consisting of 16 elements is obtained by the module 14 ++ xx of 

the remnant of a polynomial. This polynomial is conversant to the field GF(2) and it is the minimal function of the 

primitive α member of the field.  

Suppose α is the class of remnants which includes x. Then α should be the root of the polynomial 14 ++ xx and 

the primitive element of the field. 15 non-zero elements of this field should be represented as follows: 
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Suppose that 5 elements, in particular ,and,,, 8653 ααααα  should be associated in one class. The 

corresponding equation should be represented as follows: 

.0))()()()(( 8653 =−−−−− ααααα xxxxx  

Multiplication of members and use of the table presented above will lead to the following: 

.0814838485 =−++− αααα xxxx  

Patterns presented by the elements 8653 and,,, ααααα should be certainly grouped in one cluster, as they are 

roots of the above equation. 
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kibernetika

saxeTa amocnobis konstruqciuli meTodi

z. yifSiZe*, a. Caduneli*, g. ananiaSvili*, g. Rlonti*

* n. musxeliSvilis gamoTvliTi maTematikis instituti

(warmodgenilia akademikos m. saluqvaZis mier)

kodirebis Teoriis gamoyenebiT damuSavebulia saxeTa amocnobisa da klasterirebis universaluri
meTodebi, romlebic uzrunvelyofen saxeTa realizaciebis mikuTvnebas etalonuri klasis
simravlesTan, e.i. saxeTa amocnobas da realizaciaTa simravlis nebismierad dayofas klasterebad.
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